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Abstract

In competitive equilibrium, non-binding price controls (that is, price 3oors below and ceilings
above the equilibrium) should not a%ect market outcomes, but in laboratory experiments they
do. We build a simple dynamic model of double auction markets with “zero-intelligence” (ZI)
computer traders that accounts for many, though not all, of the discrepancies between the data
and the Walrasian tatonnement predictions. The success of the model in organizing the data,
and in isolating various consequences of price controls, shows that the simple ZI model is a
powerful tool to gain insights into the dynamics of market institutions.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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In an astonishing variety of contexts, apparently complex structures or behaviors
emerge from systems characterized by very simple rules.
Murray Gell-Mann (The Quark and the Jaguar, pp. 99–100)

1. Introduction

With utility-maximizing traders, price 3oors below or ceilings above the equilibrium
price should not a%ect competitive equilibrium, but they do in laboratory auctions
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(Isaac and Plott, 1981; Smith and Williams, 1981; Coursey and Smith, 1983). We use
a ‘zero-intelligence’ (ZI) model of traders who bid and ask randomly but avoid losses,
have no memory, and ignore market rules to explain salient aspects of this data. Our
analysis highlights how price limits alter the statistical properties of interaction among
traders.
The ZI model has three appealing features. First, it shows that market rules can a%ect

aggregate market outcomes even if individuals ignore these rules (see Becker, 1962;
Gode and Sunder, 1993a, b, 1997). Second, the ZI model explains why many important
experimental outcomes are robust to variations in subject backgrounds by showing how
market rules largely determine the statistical properties of interactions among traders
in these settings. Third, the simplicity of ZI traders enables us to comprehend these
interactions. The analysis of markets in which a small number of traders act sequentially
is otherwise intractable even with naKLve traders (if they have any memory), let alone
strategic traders.
Overall, the ZI traders are a tool to isolate and understand the e%ect of market

rules on market outcomes. Understanding the e%ects of market rules and other social
institutions is crucial because rules are observable and controllable, while individual
strategies are inherently private and not directly controllable. Theories based on the
e%ect of market rules are therefore easier to test. The ZI model provides a benchmark
of the “structural” e%ect of market rules. The traditional strategic model in which traders
respond fully to changes in market rules is another benchmark. The two benchmarks
bracket the range in which human behavior lies.
The paper makes two major contributions. First, the paper shows that many impor-

tant e%ects of price controls persist when human traders are replaced by ZI traders.
Second, the paper highlights the role of extramarginal traders and shows how
non-binding price controls a%ect market outcomes by limiting or facilitating the en-
try of extramarginal traders. 1 By ignoring the impact of non-binding controls on the
participation of extramarginal traders during the process of convergence to equilibrium,
competitive equilibrium theory overlooks the impact of non-binding price controls on
market outcomes.
The paper brings out two e%ects of price controls on the likelihood of the entry of

extramarginal traders into a market. The Nrst e%ect increases the likelihood of entry
by extramarginal traders, while the second e%ect decreases it. Consider a non-binding
price ceiling. By placing an upper limit on bids, a price ceiling inhibits the ability of
intramarginal buyers to outbid extramarginal buyers, thereby increasing the likelihood
of participation by the latter and lowering the allocative eAciency. 2 On the other hand,
a price ceiling precludes trades between extramarginal sellers whose costs exceed the
ceiling and intramarginal buyers. If such trades occur during initial trading in a market,
they lower eAciency because extramarginal sellers displace intramarginal sellers. Such

1 Extramarginal traders have units that are not traded in competitive equilibrium, i.e., the units to the right
of the intersection of demand and supply. Units to the left are intramarginal units.

2 Allocative eAciency is the ratio of the actual to the potential gains from trade (the sum of the consumer
and producer surplus). It may fall short of 100% if traders fail to conclude feasible trades or extramarginal
traders enter into trades and do not eventually retrade with intramarginal traders. Market frictions, such as
asymmetric information and trading costs, often limit retrading (see Gode and Sunder, 1997).
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trades can, however, also help to recover eAciency if they occur during later trading
in a market in which no intramarginal sellers are available for trading because they
have already traded with extramarginal buyers.
Section 2 presents prior experimental Nndings, Section 3 describes the ZI model,

Section 4 presents our simulation results, Section 5 analyzes and explains the simulation
results, and Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.

2. Prior research

Price controls, such as minimum wage laws and agricultural price maintenance,
are an important and common form of market regulation. The Walrasian tatonnement
model predicts that in competitive equilibrium (CE) non-binding price controls should
not a%ect transaction prices and the quantity traded. 3 In contrast, Scherer (1970, p.
352) predicts that non-binding price ceilings will serve as a ‘focal point’ for collusion
among sellers to keep the prices near the ceiling, i.e., above the CE price. Field data
cannot resolve such con3icting predictions because the demand and supply are rarely
observable with suAcient precision.
The laboratory experiments of Isaac and Plott (1981); Smith and Williams (1981);

Coursey and Smith (1983) reject the focal point hypothesis. Figs. 1 and 2 show the
representative results, reproduced from Smith and Williams (1981) Figs. 1 and 3 respec-
tively. The three panels of Fig. 1 show the demand and supply functions, equilibrium
price (horizontal dashed lines), and transaction price paths (dots) for three markets
of four periods each. In the Nrst market, there is a price 3oor Nve points below the
equilibrium price; in the second market, there is a price ceiling Nve points above the
equilibrium price; and in the third market, there are no price controls. The upper panel
of Fig. 2 corresponds to the middle panel of Fig. 1 for a market with a price ceiling at
Nve points above the equilibrium price of 645. The left-hand side of Fig. 2 shows the
frequency polygon of o%ers (dashed line with hollow circle markers) and bids (con-
tinuous line with dark circle markers), while the right-hand side shows the frequency
polygon of transaction prices. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 corresponds to the bottom
panel of Fig. 1 for a market without price controls.
These experiments show that once human markets converge to competitive equilib-

rium (typically after repeated trading under the same demand and supply), non-binding
price ceilings have no e%ect. However, ceilings do have the following e%ects on conver-
gence to equilibrium: (1) Transaction prices are initially skewed away from the ceiling,
and the skew diminishes as the ceiling is raised (the ‘bu%er e%ect’). (2) The intraperiod
transaction price series has a positive slope. (3) The variability of transaction prices
declines for later transactions within a period. (4) Allocative eAciency remains close
to 100%; i.e., non-binding ceilings a%ect total realized proNts only marginally. (5) The
lowering of transaction prices transfers some proNts from sellers to buyers. (6) The

3 A 3oor is the lower limit and a ceiling is the upper limit on bids, asks, and transaction prices. As the
analysis of price ceilings and 3oors is symmetrical, this paper refers only to price ceilings. Non-binding
ceilings are ceilings above the competitive equilibrium (CE) price.
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Fig. 1. Results from laboratory experiments with human subjects (Fig. 1 Experiment 2:26 from Smith and
Williams (1981)).

Fig. 2. Results from laboratory experiments with human subjects (Fig. 3 from Smith and Williams (1981)).
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Fig. 3. Demand and supply.

di%erence in the bargaining ability of buyers and sellers persists if it was present be-
fore the imposition of ceiling. (7) There is transient overshooting of transaction prices
above the price ceiling after the ceiling is removed.
Isaac and Plott (1981) and Smith and Williams (1981) conjecture that non-binding

ceilings depress transaction prices by forcing sellers to lower their initial asks to, or
below, the ceiling, which induces buyers to lower their initial bids. (Isaac and Plott,
1981) further conjecture that removing non-binding ceilings a%ects prices because it
makes additional strategies available to the traders, or because a mere announcement of
a change perturbs experimental markets. It is diAcult to use mathematical or computer
models of human behavior 4 to verify these conjectures about the initial phases of
trading, in which traders are learning about market conditions. Therefore, instead of
trying to mimic human behavior, we use the simple ZI model to isolate the structural
e%ects of price limits.

3. Model

We now describe the trader behavior, market rules, and demand and supply.

4 Writing programs to mimic traders is complex (Rust et al., 1993). Because cognitive psychology provides
conjectures that specify only a few aspects of behavior, writing a workable computer program requires one
to choose from a large set of ad hoc assumptions about human behavior. That is, there is no consensus yet
about how to mimic economic behavior via programs. Even if such a consensus existed, the complexity of
these programs would perhaps make it diAcult to understand how behavior interacts with market rules to
in3uence market outcomes.
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Table 1
Unit values and costsa

Trader Unit Theoretical proNtb

1 2 3 4 5 6

Buyer 1 53.5 51.0 47.0 46.0 45.0 — 12.0
Buyer 2 56.0 49 48.0 46.5 45.5 — 13.5
Buyer 3 56.0 49.0 48.0 46.5 46.0 45.0 13.5
Buyer 4 53.5 51.0 47.0 46.5 45.5 — 12.0
Seller 5 39.5 42.0 46.0 46.5 47.5 — 12.0
Seller 6 37.0 44.0 45.0 46.5 47.5 — 13.5
Seller 7 39.5 42.0 46.0 47.0 48.0 — 12.0
Seller 8 37.0 44.0 45.0 46.5 47.0 48.0 13.5

aReproduced from Table 1 in Smith and Williams (1981) after scaling all values and costs by a factor
of 10.

bProNt if the units were traded at the competitive equilibrium price. Competitive equilibrium price= 46:5,
quantity = 12 to 15. Maximum extractable surplus (or maximum total proNt of all traders) = 102. Surplus
extracted (or total proNt of all traders) if all units are traded= 90.

3.1. ZI trader behavior

Consider a market consisting of N buyers and N sellers. Each buyer has the right
to buy some units, and each seller has the right to sell some units. Let vij denote the
value of the ith buyer’s jth unit, and let cij denote the cost of the ith seller’s jth unit.
The costs and values are private information. The values sorted in a descending order
constitute the market demand, and the costs sorted in an ascending order constitute the
market supply.
ZI traders avoid losses. When bidding for its jth unit, the ith buyer’s bids are inde-

pendently and uniformly distributed between 0 and vij (the unit’s value to the buyer).
When asking for its jth unit, the ith seller’s asks are independently and uniformly
distributed between cij (the unit’s cost to the seller) and an upper bound M , which
is set exogenously by market rules (Tables 1–3). 5 In our simulations, as described
next, ZI traders do not respond to other bids, other asks, prior transactions, and price
ceilings.

3.2. Market rules

Each market was run for 100 periods on a single computer as a continuous double
auction without replacement (see the appendix for details). Two aspects of market rules
are discussed in the following subsections.

5 We set M =93 (see Tables 1–3) to make the demand and supply symmetric. Raising M shifts the prices
slightly upward, and vice versa, with a negligible e%ect on the allocative eAciency.
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Table 2
Unit values and costsa

Buyers Value Theoretical Sellers Cost Theoretical
proNtb proNtb

Buyer 1 56.0 9.5 Seller 22 37.0 9.5
Buyer 2 56.0 9.5 Seller 23 37.0 9.5
Buyer 3 53.5 7.0 Seller 24 39.5 7.0
Buyer 4 53.5 7.0 Seller 25 39.5 7.0
Buyer 5 51.0 4.5 Seller 26 42.0 4.5
Buyer 6 51.0 4.5 Seller 27 42.0 4.5
Buyer 7 49.0 2.5 Seller 28 44.0 2.5
Buyer 8 49.0 2.5 Seller 29 44.0 2.5
Buyer 9 48.0 1.5 Seller 30 45.0 1.5
Buyer 10 48.0 1.5 Seller 31 45.0 1.5
Buyer 11 47.0 0.5 Seller 32 46.0 0.5
Buyer 12 47.0 0.5 Seller 33 46.0 0.5
Buyer 13 46.5 0 Seller 34 46.5 0
Buyer 14 46.5 0 Seller 35 46.5 0
Buyer 15 46.5 0 Seller 36 46.5 0
Buyer 16 46.0 0 Seller 37 47.0 0
Buyer 17 46.0 0 Seller 38 47.0 0
Buyer 18 45.5 0 Seller 39 47.5 0
Buyer 19 45.5 0 Seller 40 47.5 0
Buyer 20 45.0 0 Seller 41 48.0 0
Buyer 21 45.0 0 Seller 42 48.0 0

aTransformation of Table 1 by assigning a single unit to each buyer and seller.
bProNt if the units were traded at the competitive equilibrium price. Competitive equilibrium price= 46:5,

quantity = 12 to 15. Maximum extractable surplus (or maximum total proNt of all traders) = 102. Surplus
extracted (or total proNt of all traders) if all units are traded = 90.

3.2.1. No retrading and allocative eAciency
Buyers could bid multiple times for a trade, and sellers could ask multiple times

for a trade until the bids exceeded the ask, but retrading was not allowed. That is, the
buyers could not resell the units they had bought earlier, and the sellers could not sell
short and cover up later. Thus, a trader could either buy or sell, but not do both.
We did not allow retrading for two reasons. First, experimental auctions and their

game-theoretic models of commodity markets often disallow retrading because it is
frequently infeasible in markets for services, perishable products, and products that have
asymmetric information or high transactions costs. Retrading is, of course, permitted in
asset markets, which we do not examine. Second, retrading makes allocative eAciency
a moot issue because with suAcient time retrading ensures 100% allocative eAciency.
Allocative eAciency is the ratio of actual total proNts to the maximum possible

total proNts. Allocative eAciency can be less than 100% if traders leave money on
the table by refusing to conclude proNtable trades, or if extramarginal traders displace
intramarginal traders. Given suAcient time, ZI buyers and sellers always conclude all
proNtable trades, so the Nrst source of ineAciency cannot exist in our markets.
The second source of ineAciency, the displacement of intramarginal traders by ex-

tramarginal traders, gets to the core of the allocative role of markets. Consider, for
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Table 3
Unit values and costsa

Buyers Value Theoretical Sellers Cost Theoretical
proNtb proNtb

Buyer 1 56.0 9.5 Seller 22 37.0 9.5
Buyer 2 56.0 9.5 Seller 23 37.0 9.5
Buyer 3 53.5 7.0 Seller 24 39.5 7.0
Buyer 4 53.5 7.0 Seller 25 39.5 7.0
Buyer 5 51.0 4.5 Seller 26 42.0 4.5
Buyer 6 51.0 4.5 Seller 27 42.0 4.5
Buyer 7 49.0 2.5 Seller 28 44.0 2.5
Buyer 8 49.0 2.5 Seller 29 44.0 2.5
Buyer 9 48.0 1.5 Seller 30 45.0 1.5
Buyer 10 48.0 1.5 Seller 31 45.0 1.5
Buyer 11 47.0 0.5 Seller 32 46.0 0.5
Buyer 12 47.0 0.5 Seller 33 46.0 0.5
Buyer 13 46.5 0 Seller 34 46.5 0
Buyer 14 46.5 0 Seller 35 46.5 0
Buyer 15 46.5 0 Seller 36 46.5 0
Buyer 16 46.0 0 Seller 37 47.0 0
Buyer 17 46.0 0 Seller 38 47.0 0
Buyer 18 45.5 0 Seller 39 47.5 0
Buyer 19 45.5 0 Seller 40 47.5 0
Buyer 20 45.0 0 Seller 41 48.0 0
Buyer 21 45.0 0 Seller 42 48.0 0
Buyer 21A 44.0 0 Seller 42A 49.0 0
Buyer 21B 44.0 0 Seller 42B 49.0 0
Buyer 21C 42.0 0 Seller 42C 51.0 0
Buyer 21D 39.5 0 Seller 42D 53.5 0

aTransformation of Table 1 by assigning a single unit to each buyer and seller and addition of extramarginal
units.

bProNt if the units were traded at the competitive equilibrium price. Competitive equilibrium price= 46:5,
quantity = 12 to 15. Maximum extractable surplus (or maximum total proNt of all traders) = 102. Surplus
extracted (or total proNt of all traders) if all units are traded = 57.

example, a market with one seller S1, who can produce a unit at a cost of $7, and two
buyers B1 and B2, who value a good at $19 and $13 respectively. Allocative eAciency
would be 100% if S1 sold to B1 and B2 is left out of the market. This re3ects the
most eAcient allocation because B1 values the good more than S1. Allocative eAciency
would, however, be only 50% if S1 sold to B2 and B1 is left out of the market. (The
total realized proNts would be $13–$7 = $6, while the maximum possible proNts are
$19–$7=$12.) If we allowed retrading, then buyer B2 would eventually resell to buyer
B1, making the allocative eAciency 100%. With multiple sellers, such retrading would
make the allocative eAciency 100% if the extramarginal sellers sold short and covered
up their short sales by buying from intramarginal sellers. As previously mentioned,
we do not allow such retrading in order to understand how rules a%ect allocations in
real-world markets, which often limit retrading.
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3.2.2. Duality of rules and behavior
There are two perspectives on how one can implement market rules. For example,

one can say that sellers choose the highest bid (a behavioral perspective) or that market
rules give priority to the highest bid (an institutional perspective). Similarly, one can
say that traders submit only valid bids and asks or that the market rejects bids and
asks above the ceiling. Many market outcomes therefore have dual interpretations. In
real markets, it is diAcult to identify which phenomena are purely due to market rules
if traders change their behavior in response to market rules.
ZI simulations allow us to isolate the impact of market rules on market outcomes

because we Nx ZI behavior and change market rules. We implement price controls
in two modes. In the reject mode, bids and asks above the ceiling are rejected. 6

In the reset mode, bids above the ceiling are reset to the ceiling instead of being
rejected because a buyer would not object to a lower bid, but asks above the ceiling
are rejected because a seller may object to a lower ask. In other words, bid=minimum
(bid, ceiling), which creates a point mass of probability of bids at the ceiling.

3.3. Demand and supply

The Nrst set of simulations used the demand and supply shown in Table 1, which is
the same as Smith and Williams’ (1981) Table 1. Each trader has Nve or six units but
can trade only one unit at a time. To maximize a trader’s proNts, Smith and Williams
assume that a buyer trades his units in the descending order of their values, and a
seller sells her units in the ascending order of their costs. The competitive equilibrium
price is 46.5, and the quantity is 12 units.
The second set of simulations used the same aggregate demand and supply (Table 2),

but each trader was assigned only one unit, with a corresponding increase in the number
of traders. We used this variation because when each trader has multiple units but can
trade only one unit at a time, the bids and asks at any instant depend only on the highest
valued unit remaining with each buyer and the lowest cost unit remaining with each
seller. Thus, very few, if any, extramarginal units are ‘in the market’ at the beginning
of a period, and the chance for extramarginal units to displace the intramarginal units
in trading is small. When each trader can trade only one unit, all untraded units a%ect
market outcomes, as they would in reality.
Finally, to increase the chances of Nnding the eAciency e%ects of price controls,

we used the demand–supply schedule in Table 3, where the lower bound of eA-
ciency, which occurs when all possible units (intramarginal as well as extramarginal)
are traded, is only 56%. In Smith and Williams’ demand and supply, there are only six

6 The invalid bids and asks in the reject mode are simply rejected, and the buyers and sellers must wait
for their next turn to submit another bid or ask. The buyers and sellers are not asked to keep submitting
another bid or ask until they submit a valid bid or ask. In other words, buyers and sellers are not asked to
change the support of the distribution of their bids and asks so that they submit only valid, loss-avoiding
bids and asks. Changing the support of the distribution is akin to modifying the demand and supply. For
example, the demand curve above a ceiling is reset to the ceiling, and the supply curve above the ceiling is
truncated. Although the results of such simulations would be quantitatively di%erent from either the reject
or the reset mode, the insights obtained from these two modes should extend to other conceivable modes.
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Fig. 4. Histograms of transaction price distributions.

extramarginal units, all relatively close to the margin, and the lower bound of eAciency
is 88%.

4. ZI simulations with Smith and Williams’ demand and supply

The ZI results in Sections 4.1–4.5 replicate the Nrst Nve e%ects of non-binding price
controls listed in Section 2. 7 The existence of these e%ects with ZI traders who ignore
market rules shows that market rules, even if they do not directly a%ect behavior,
a%ect market outcomes by restricting the feasible set of bids, asks, and trades; and
produce market outcomes that are usually attributed to changes in behavior. We defer
the explanation of ZI outcomes until Section 5.

4.1. Price distribution

Panel 1 of Fig. 4 and Column 1 of Table 4 show the benchmark with no ceiling.
The mean price is 46.5, which equals the CE price. The price distribution is symmetric.

7 We cannot replicate the e%ects of di%erences in bargaining ability (e%ect 6) because all ZI traders are
identical. We also cannot replicate transient overshooting (e%ect 7) because ZI traders lack memory and
transient overshooting is caused by traders’ memory of prior price controls. Prior human experiments show
that overshooting disappears as human traders learn to ignore their memory of price controls that are no
longer relevant.
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Table 4
Summary statistics (100 periods for each column)

Smith and Williams’ market demand and supply Extended demand and supply
(more extramarginal traders)

Multiple units per trader (Table 1) Single unit per trader (Table 2) Single unit per trader (Table 3)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Panel 1 Panel 2 Panel 3 Panel 4 Panel 5
No ceiling Ceiling = 47 Ceiling = 47 No ceiling Ceiling = 47 Ceiling = 47 No ceiling Ceiling = 47 Ceiling = 47

Reject Reset Reject Reset Reject Reset
invalid bids invalid bids invalid bids invalid bids invalid bids invalid bids

Transaction price
Mean 46.45 45.01 45.67 46.45 45.63 46.07 46.55 45.71 46.01
Median 46.47 45.89 46.49 46.46 46.20 46.66 46.52 46.25 46.66
Std. deviation 2.75 2.09 1.98 2.30 1.56 1.43 2.35 1.45 1.59
Skewness −0.02 −1.49 −2.01 −0.15 −2.17 −2.44 0.03 −2.18 −2.43
Kurtosis 1.55 1.51 3.70 2.35 5.49 7.15 2.26 5.68 6.50
Volume 1298 1337 1285 1488 1480 1406 1510 1467 1402
75 percentile 47.62 46.51 47.00 47.52 46.65 47.00 47.58 46.64 47.00
25 percentile 45.25 44.31 45.25 45.46 45.17 45.74 45.50 45.25 45.76

EAciency
Total
Mean 99.90 99.88 99.97 98.14 96.24 99.46 97.36 96.29 99.08
Std. error of mean 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.13 0.44 0.06 0.18 0.49 0.12

Buyers
Mean 101.26 138.78 120.81 99.72 117.73 110.69 95.93 115.29 111.69
Std. error of mean 1.64 1.07 1.08 1.32 1.26 1.01 1.31 1.15 0.94

Sellers
Mean 98.55 60.99 79.13 96.56 74.74 88.23 98.78 77.29 86.48
Std. error of mean 1.64 1.07 1.08 1.31 0.94 1.00 1.32 0.84 0.97
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Fig. 5. Intraperiod mean of transaction price series.

Panel 2 of Fig. 4 and Column 2 of Table 4 show the e%ect of rejecting bids and asks
above the ceiling. The mode of transaction prices is between the ceiling of 47 and the
equilibrium price of 46.5, and the distribution is skewed away from the ceiling. The
mean price has a statistically signiNcant (�=0:000) drop from 46.5 (with no price con-
trol) to 45.01 (with price control), paralleling the human outcomes shown in Figs. 2 and
3. Panel 3 of Fig. 4 and Column 3 of Table 4 show the e%ect of resetting bids above the
ceiling to the ceiling, but rejecting asks above the ceiling (see the discussion of the ‘re-
set mode’ in Section 3.3). The e%ect is similar to Panel 2 except that the mean price and
the modal density at the price control are higher. Panel 4 of Fig. 4 and Column 5 in
Table 4 show the results from Smith and Williams’ demand and supply functions in
which each trader has only one unit to trade (see Table 2 and Section 3.1). Again,
the e%ect of the price ceiling on transaction prices is similar to Panel 2 except that
the mean price and the modal density at the price control are higher. Finally, Panel 5 of
Fig. 4 and Column 8 of Table 4 show that adding extramarginal traders
(see Table 3 and Section 3.3 above) results in a higher modal peak and mean
price.

4.2. Price path

Fig. 5 shows the transaction price paths averaged across all periods. The periods
are identical because ZI traders do not learn. The mean price path for the no-price
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Fig. 6. Intraperiod median and interquartile range of transaction price series.

ceiling control in Panel 1 is horizontal at the CE price of 46.5. Panel 2 shows that the
earlier transaction prices decline the most, but that the later transaction prices are barely
a%ected. Panel 3 shows that resetting bids above the ceiling to the ceiling instead of
rejecting them increases the number of bids at the ceiling and the average transaction
price as compared to Panel 2. Panel 4 demonstrates that when each trader has only
one unit (see Table 2), the transaction prices are somewhat higher than in Panel 2.
Panel 5 shows that extramarginal traders have little additional e%ect.

4.3. Price dispersion

The median (dark square) and interquartile range (vertical line) shown in Fig. 6
highlight three phenomena: (1) the price dispersion declines from early to later trans-
actions in a period with or without ceilings; (2) the ceiling lowers most transac-
tion prices in the Nrst half of the period; (3) the prices are skewed away from the
ceiling.

4.4. Allocative eAciency

Columns 1, 2, and 3 of the lower part of Table 4 show that non-binding price ceilings
barely a%ect the high allocative eAciency of ZI markets. The eAciency declines when
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each trader has only one unit, but the aggregate demand and supply is kept unchanged
by adding more traders (Table 4, Column 5). Adding extramarginal traders reduces
eAciency further. In both cases, the ceiling reduces the allocative eAciency by 1% or
2% if bids and asks above the ceiling are rejected. There is no decline in eAciency,
however, if bids above the ceiling are reset to the ceiling. Section 5 explores this result
further. Overall, there is weak evidence that the e%ects of ceilings are harder to detect
when traders have multiple units but can trade only one unit at a time.

4.5. Buyers’ and sellers’ pro/ts

The bottom rows of Table 4 conNrm that, by depressing prices, ceilings increase
buyers’ proNts relative to sellers. The magnitude of the shift is highest in Smith and
Williams’ (1981) setting, in which traders have multiple units to trade, and lowest when
each trader can trade only one unit in a period and there are additional extramarginal
units. The magnitude of the shift decreases when bids above the ceiling are reset to
the ceiling instead of being rejected.
The above simulation results for markets populated by ZI traders replicate many

of the important consequences of imposing price controls on double auctions. These
results, along with some prior work (Gode and Sunder, 1993b, 1997), suggest that
the ZI model, with its minimalist approach to rationality, is a useful tool to study
markets.

5. ZI traders: a tool to study statistical properties of market interactions

To enhance our understanding of price controls we now explain the simulation results
of the preceding section by using statistical analysis. This is possible because of the
non-strategic nature of ZI traders. We discuss only the structural e%ects of market rules,
assuming that traders do not respond to changes in market rules.
Imposing a ceiling above the equilibrium price after the market has settled to equilib-

rium should not a%ect market outcomes, but a ceiling imposed during the convergence
process does a%ect market outcomes. Simple changes in rules alter the convergence
process. We identify three components of these e%ects: (1) the exclusion of transac-
tion prices above the ceiling; (2) a higher likelihood of entry by extramarginal buyers
because there is a lower chance that they will be outbid by intramarginal bidders; and
(3) the exclusion of extramarginal sellers whose costs exceed the ceiling. The Nrst
component is easy to see; our analysis highlights the other two.
The Nrst e%ect of price ceilings is to rule out transactions above the speciNed limit.

As shown in Cases 1 and 2 that follow, this lowers the mean transaction price, causes
the transaction price path to slope upward toward the equilibrium price, and skews the
distribution of transaction prices away from the equilibrium price. The exclusion e%ect
partially explains the e%ect of price ceilings on transaction prices, but says nothing
about the e%ect of price limits on trading volume and allocative eAciency. These
consequences are discussed in Cases 3a, 3b, and 3c.
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Fig. 7. Demand, supply, and price controls.

5.1. Case 1: eDect on price level and relative pro/ts of buyers and sellers

Suppose there is just one seller, with a cost of 0, and one buyer, with a value of 1,
as shown in Fig. 7(a). 8 The ZI bids and asks are uniformly distributed from 0 to 1.
With no price ceiling the expected transaction price is 0.5.
If a price ceiling is imposed at c (0¡c¡ 1) and bids and asks above the ceiling

are rejected by the market (reject mode), the expected transaction price is c=2, which
is less than 0.5, the mean price with no ceiling. Because some (1 − c) bids/asks are
rejected, the expected number of rounds of bids/asks for a transaction increases by a
factor of 1=c.
Alternatively, if bids above the ceiling are reset to c (reset mode), the transactions

that might have occurred between c and 1 will now occur at c, lowering the mean
price. The mean price is higher than that in the reject mode (in which the transactions
between c and 1 are redistributed over the range 0 to c instead of being concentrated
at c). Thus, both implementations of ceilings (reject and reset modes) lower the mean
transaction price and shift proNts from sellers to buyers. The simulation results for more

8 We assume throughout that each trader has only one unit to trade in each period. Non-binding price
ceilings exclude extramarginal sellers whose costs equal or exceed the ceiling. We start by assuming that
all extramarginal sellers are excluded; we relax this assumption later.
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complex demand and supply environments presented in Section 4 correspond well with
these results.
The structural model predicts the ‘bu%er’ e%ect without assumptions about learning

behavior and cognitive processes. The ZI model, however, says nothing about the
‘overreaction’ to the removal of ceilings. Modeling such overreaction requires a more
sophisticated model of trader behavior that incorporates learning and memory.

5.2. Case 2: price slope and variance

To explore the e%ect of a price ceiling on the slope of the transaction price path,
we now use the demand and supply functions shown in Fig. 7(b), which allow two
trades.
With no price ceiling, there will be two transactions, each with an expected price

of 0.5. Suppose all bids and asks above a ceiling of 0.5 are rejected (reject mode).
The seller with the cost of 0 is more likely to trade Nrst because his ask is lower on
average. Because the bids above the ceiling are rejected, a valid bid is more likely (10
to 7 odds) to come from the buyer at 0.7 than from the buyer at 1. Thus, the buyer
at value 0.7 is more likely to trade earlier than the buyer at 1, and this trade will
occur at a price in the range (0, 0.5). The second transaction is more likely to occur
between the seller at cost 0.3 and the buyer at value 1. The feasible range for such
a transaction is (0.3, 0.5), so the mean price of the second transaction will be higher
than the Nrst price, i.e., the transaction prices will slope upward.
Resetting bids above the ceiling to the ceiling (reset mode) will increase the mean

value of bids and transaction prices. Resetting also lowers the transaction price slope
relative to the reject mode. When bids above the ceiling are reset to the ceiling, the
seller at 0 is still likely to trade earlier than the seller at 0.3, but the buyer at 1 is
likely to trade earlier than the buyer at 0.7, because the buyer at 1 is likely to have a
bid at the ceiling earlier than the buyer at value 0.7. This switch in the order in which
buyers trade will increase the Nrst transaction price and reduce the second transaction
price. Because the low-cost seller still trades earlier, the slope of the transaction price
remains positive, albeit less steep. Because lower cost units are traded early over a
larger range of prices, the earlier transaction prices have a greater variance than the
later prices. The simulation results in Section 4 for more complex demand and supply
conditions are consistent with this analysis.

5.3. Case 3: eDect of extramarginal traders on allocative eAciency and trading
volume

We now study the two subtle e%ects of price controls that concern the role of ex-
tramarginal traders in the convergence process. This role is absent in the Walrasian
tatonnement, but it is present in all markets with sequential trading. Extramarginal
trades reduce eAciency because extramarginal buyers value the good less, and extra-
marginal sellers’ costs are higher. Extramarginal trades increase the trading volume
because a trade between the intramarginal sellers and the extramarginal buyers eventu-
ally leads to a trade between extramarginal sellers and intramarginal buyers, and vice
versa.
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Price ceilings reduce eAciency by lowering the probability that intramarginal buyers
will outbid extramarginal buyers, which increases the chances that extramarginal buyers
will trade. Price ceilings also increase eAciency, especially in the early part of trading,
by excluding extramarginal sellers whose costs exceed the ceiling. However, if an
extramarginal buyer does displace an intramarginal buyer in early trading, the only
way the displaced intramarginal buyer can get back into the market is by trading
with one of the extramarginal sellers. By excluding the high-cost extramarginal sellers
from trading, price ceilings preclude such trades and thus lower allocative eAciency.
We cannot establish whether the sum of these two opposite e%ects on eAciency is
necessarily positive or negative.
Let us consider the demand and supply shown in Fig. 7(c). The CE price range is

(�; (1−�)), and the CE quantity is 1. Because ZI traders leave no money on the table,
the only cause of ineAciency is the entry of extramarginal traders. Gode and Sunder
(1993b, 1997) derive the allocative eAciency of similar markets without price controls.

5.3.1. Case 3a: price ceilings boost eAciency by excluding extramarginal sellers
This case shows how a price ceiling can increase eAciency by keeping out the

extramarginal sellers. Consider the above demand and supply when there are no extra-
marginal buyers (�¿ 0 and �=0). The only source of ineAciency is the trade between
the extramarginal seller and the intramarginal buyer.

1. c¡ (1 − �): the ceiling locks out the extramarginal seller. (� = 0 means that the
extramarginal buyer is e%ectively absent.) Thus, the eAciency is 100%. This e%ect
exists whether the bids above the ceiling are rejected or reset to the ceiling.

2. c¿ (1 − �): instead of locking out the extramarginal seller entirely, price ceilings
restrict the range of transaction prices for which entry of the extramarginal seller is
feasible. The restriction of feasible transaction prices is more e%ective if bids above
the ceiling are rejected rather than reset to the ceiling.

Overall, price ceilings can increase eAciency by lowering the chances of extra-
marginal sellers entering the market.
These predictions are conNrmed in Fig. 8, which presents the average eAciency (on

the x-axis) from 500 simulations of a market with � = 0:4, as a function of price
ceiling (on the y-axis). The ceiling of 1 is e%ectively the no-ceiling benchmark with
an eAciency of approximately 91%. EAciency then increases asymptotically toward
100% as the ceiling is lowered toward (1− �) = 0:6. As compared to the reset mode,
the eAciency is higher when the bids and asks above the ceiling are rejected, because
this increases the chances that extramarginal asks will be excluded.

5.3.2. Case 3b: price ceilings reduce eAciency by decreasing the ability of
intramarginal buyers to outbid extramarginal buyers
This case shows how price ceilings reduce eAciency. They weaken the price priority

rule by diminishing the range over which the intramarginal bidders can outbid the
extramarginal bidders. Consider the above demand and supply with no extramarginal
sellers (�= 0 and �¿ 0).
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Fig. 8. E%ect of price ceiling on allocative eAciency.

1. c¡�: competitive equilibrium theory predicts no eAciency loss. Isaac and Plott
(1981) show, and the ZI model predicts, a higher eAciency loss. If bids above the
ceiling are rejected, the intramarginal bid has a higher chance of being rejected than
the extramarginal bid, increasing the probability that the extramarginal buyer will
enter the market and reduce eAciency. If bids above the ceiling are reset to the
ceiling then, as explained below, the probability of entry by the extramarginal buyer
diminishes as compared to the no-ceiling case. Suppose an extramarginal bid matches
or exceeds the ceiling, followed by an intramarginal bid that matches or exceeds the
ceiling. With no ceiling, the intramarginal bid would supersede the extramarginal
bid. If bids are reset to the ceiling, the intramarginal bid will be rejected because
it came later and the extramarginal bid already equals the maximum allowable bid.
This setting shows that a binding price ceiling decreases the eAciency more than
is predicted by the competitive equilibrium theory because it lowers the probability
that the intramarginal buyers will outbid the extramarginal buyers.

2. c¿�: if bids above the ceiling are rejected, and if the ceiling is relatively low, then
the intramarginal buyer will still have a lower chance of submitting a valid bid than
the extramarginal buyer, increasing the probability of entry by the extramarginal
buyer and reducing eAciency. This e%ect will diminish as the ceiling is raised. If
the bids above the ceiling are reset to the ceiling, then the ceiling will have no
e%ect.

Average eAciencies obtained from 500 independent simulations of a market with
� = 0:4 are plotted on the x-axis of Fig. 8 against price ceilings (on the y-axis). In
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the reject mode, as the price ceiling is lowered from 1 to � = 0:4, average eAciency
drops sharply from about 91% to about 55.5%. A further drop in the ceiling below
�= 0:4 has no e%ect on eAciency. Conversely, in the reset mode, as the price ceiling
is lowered from 1 to �=0:4, the average eAciency remains unchanged at about 91%.
An additional drop in the ceiling below �=0:4 has the e%ect of reducing the eAciency
gradually.
One can derive the allocative eAciency in the limiting cases as follows. Suppose the

bids and asks above the ceiling are rejected. If the trade is concluded in the Nrst round,
the probability of a valid bid from the intramarginal bidder is c, while the probability
of a valid bid from the extramarginal bidder is c=0:4. Thus, the relative probabilities are
1/1.4 and 0.4/1.4, which gives an expected eAciency of 100∗1=1:4+40∗0:4=1:4=57%,
which is what appears in Fig. 8. Suppose the bids above the ceiling are reset to the ceil-
ing. If the ceiling is very low, both bidders have an equal chance of being at the ceiling
and the average eAciency is (1 + 0:4)=2= 70%, the limiting case shown in the Ngure.
The above discussion points out two e%ects of ceilings. First, if bids above the

ceiling are rejected, then the intramarginal buyers have a lower chance of submitting a
valid bid (the frequency e%ect), thereby increasing the chance of extramarginal trades.
This e%ect is absent if bids above the ceiling are reset to the ceiling. Second, a ceiling
truncates the range over which intramarginal buyers can outbid extramarginal buyers
(the truncation e%ect). This e%ect is present even if bids exceeding the ceiling are reset
to the ceiling.

5.3.3. Case 3c: price ceilings reduce eAciency by inhibiting eAciency-recovering
trades with extramarginal sellers
Case 3a shows that ceilings can increase eAciency by lowering the chances of initial

entry of extramarginal sellers. This case shows that the exclusion of extramarginal sell-
ers can also reduce eAciency if they are unavailable to trade with intramarginal buyers
who were initially displaced by extramarginal buyers. Consider the above demand and
supply when �¿ 0 and �¿ 0 (1− �¿�).
The presence of extramarginal traders on both sides of the market has two opposing

e%ects on eAciency. First, with no extramarginal sellers, an ineAcient trade could only
be due to the entry of extramarginal buyers. The addition of extramarginal sellers
increases the probability of an ineAcient trade because now the extramarginal sellers
can also trigger it. Second, some of the eAciency loss due to an initial ineAcient
trade is recovered because of subsequent trades between the remaining intramarginal
and extramarginal traders. With no extramarginal sellers, the eAciency loss due to
the initial trade between the extramarginal buyer and the intramarginal seller is 1− �
because the intramarginal buyer is left out of the market. With the extramarginal seller,
there will be a subsequent trade between the intramarginal buyer and the extramarginal
seller that recovers a surplus of � and reduces the eAciency loss from 1−� to 1−�−�.
Let us see how price ceilings a%ect the above two factors.

1. c¿ 1−�: this does not preclude the eAciency-recovering trades with extramarginal
sellers following initial eAciency-reducing trades with extramarginal buyers (the
e%ects discussed in Case 3a remain).
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2. c¡�: the eAciency-enhancing e%ect is that the ceiling precludes initial entry by
extramarginal sellers. However, it also has eAciency-reducing e%ects, as discussed
in Case 3b. In addition, partial recovery of surplus lost due to initial entry of
extramarginal buyers is no longer feasible.

3. �¡c¡ 1−�: the only di%erence now is that, as discussed in Case 3b, the in3uence
of extramarginal buyers is weakened as compared to the above case.

These cases illustrate how the ZI analysis brings out the structural e%ects of price
controls. The richness of the analysis of these markets with ZI traders contrasts with
the diAculty of game-theoretic analysis of double auctions with strategic traders.

6. Summary and conclusions

The consequences of intelligent, rational, or other individual behavior have been the
focus of economics. In contrast, using a simple, minimally rational, random model for
trader behavior allows us to explore the structural consequences instead. Exploration of
institutions and their economic properties is an important part of social sciences (North
(1990)). We use the ZI model of traders to understand the e%ect of non-binding price
controls in double auctions.
The ZI model has three major advantages. First, it provides a useful benchmark

to study the e%ects of market rules on outcomes. Because ZI traders do not modify
their behavior in response to market rules, any changes in market outcomes with ZI
traders can be attributed to changes in market rules, not individual behavior. Second,
the ZI model shows that the predictions of market outcomes that assume fully rational
behavior can be valid with human subjects of varying backgrounds if market rules
determine the statistical properties of interactions among traders. Third, the simplicity
of the ZI model makes the analysis of market rules tractable. Markets with a Nnite
number of traders who act sequentially are diAcult to analyze, even if one uses a
naKLve model of traders who have a modicum of memory, let alone strategic traders.
The analytical results of Section 5 are derivable only from the extreme simplicity of
the ZI model; each addition of intelligence and strategic behavior to ZI traders will
signiNcantly diminish their analytical value. The analytical value of the model lies in
the insights gained, not in the direct validity of its assumptions.
Conjectures that link market outcomes to traders’ speciNc strategies are diAcult to

verify. Traders’ strategies are not observable, and conjectures of traders’ strategies often
have insuAcient detail to be translated into computer programs, which require a com-
plete speciNcation of behavior. With cheaper technology, computational methods have
become an increasingly attractive tool for economics research, Leijonhufvud (1993).
Computational work has helped distinguish between the individual behavior and aggre-
gate outcomes (see Duh and Sunder, 1986; Gode and Sunder, 1993a, b, 1997; Jamal
and Sunder, 1996; Bosch and Sunder, 2000; Hardle and Kirman, 1995; Evans, 1997;
Luo, 1995; Cason and Friedman, 1996, 1997). The simplicity of the ZI traders helps
us appreciate how even seemingly simple changes in rules can cause complex changes
in markets.
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The ZI model does well in predicting market outcomes with human traders who have
experience with double auction rules, but have little information about the demand and
supply conditions (Cason and Friedman, 1996), which is typically the case in the early
stages of markets. As human traders learn about demand and supply, market outcomes
may diverge from those predicted by the ZI model because ZI traders have no memory.
ZI traders are not an attempt to model human behavior accurately; they are a simple
tool for exploring the dynamics of double auctions and isolating the powerful e%ect of
market institutions.
We qualitatively replicate Nve of the seven important aspects of earlier experimental

results (Isaac and Plott, 1981; Smith and Williams, 1981) on the e%ect of non-binding
price limits when competitive equilibrium theory predicts no such e%ects. These e%ects
are usually attributed to modiNcation of human traders’ strategies in response to price
limits. The persistence of these e%ects with ZI traders, who ignore market rules, sug-
gests that the cause is not necessarily a change in traders’ behavior per se. In fact, these
e%ects arise because human traders do not modify their behavior suAciently to counter
the e%ect of changes in market rules. The evidence that non-binding price ceilings have
no e%ect if they are imposed after the market has settled to the equilibrium supports
our hypothesis. Once traders have learned about the underlying market conditions, they
are able to change their behavior to exactly o%set the e%ect of changes in market rules.
However, an analysis of the e%ect of price limits on convergence to equilibrium is im-
portant because in the real world the demand and supply are constantly changing, and
price limits are often imposed in response to crises.
The ZI model provides insights about the market, especially in its initial and poorly

understood process of converging to equilibrium. It shows how market rules a%ect
the dynamics of double auctions by modifying the opportunity set. It highlights the
role of extramarginal traders, which has been ignored in most prior theoretical and
experimental research, even though without them the primary role of markets—the
allocation of goods from low-cost intramarginal sellers (intramarginal sellers) to buy-
ers who value them the most (intramarginal buyers)—is largely irrelevant. Our analysis
shows that one must pay attention to the extramarginal demand and supply in designing
experiments.
Price ceilings reduce the range over which intramarginal buyers can outbid extra-

marginal buyers and exclude extramarginal sellers above the ceiling. The Nrst e%ect
unambiguously lowers allocative eAciency by reducing the probability that the intra-
marginal buyers will keep out extramarginal buyers by outbidding them. The second
e%ect has a mixed impact. It can increase eAciency because the exclusion of ex-
tramarginal sellers above the ceiling reduces the probability of extramarginal sellers
displacing intramarginal sellers. It can reduce eAciency because if the extramarginal
buyers displace intramarginal buyers initially, the intramarginal buyers have no one to
trade with. Our ZI simulations with market demand and supply used in prior human
experiments indicate that non-binding price ceilings increase eAciency overall.
Since the overshooting e%ect that dissipates with experience has already been docu-

mented in human experiments, it should be possible to generate such e%ects in simula-
tions carried out with programmed traders more sophisticated than ZI. However, from
the ZI simulations conducted so far, we cannot yet identify the aspects of additional
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intelligence that are critical to such overshooting. We do believe that the bubble phe-
nomena that tend to arise from traders’ coordinating their expectations in incomplete
markets for Nnancial assets, monetary economies, etc. (e.g., Marimon et al., 1993) and
(Hirota and Sunder, 2002) are unlikely to arise in the complete markets analyzed in
the present paper.
Individuals do not act alone; “they stand on the sca%olding of larger scale constrain-

ing structures [that are] sometimes the strongest carrier of maximizing force” (Clark
(1997)). Simon (1996) showed that signiNcant consequences of substantive rational-
ity can be replicated with simple procedural rationality. Mirowski (2002) and Sunder
(2004) suggest that we may be well on our way to integrating complex and weak
human rationality of cognitive sciences with the simplicity and power of exchange
institutions in classical economics.
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Appendix A. Double auction market rules

Double auctions can be run under a variety of rules. This section describes what we
mean by the term ‘continuous double auction without replacement’.

A.1. De/nitions

Market, periods, transactions, and rounds constitute a nested hierarchy in time.
A market is divided into periods, usually of Nxed duration. There may be several
transactions in a period. Each transaction consists of one or more rounds of solicitation
of bids and asks from traders.
At the beginning of a period, all market variables are reset, and traders get fresh

endowments. Except traders’ memory and wealth, all periods are identical. Because
ZI traders lack memory and ignore wealth, all periods in ZI markets are statistically
identical. Each period may have one or more transactions. When bidding starts at the
beginning of a transaction, the current bid is reset to zero, and the current ask is reset
to M (an exogenous upper bound known to all traders).
Bids and asks are solicited in a series of rounds and submitted to a central clearing-

house. If a new bid exceeds the current bid, it becomes the current bid. Similarly, if the
new ask is less than the current ask, it becomes the current ask. A trade occurs when
the current bid equals or exceeds the current ask. (This is frequent in ZI markets, but
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rare in human markets.) The transaction price can be the current bid or ask depending
on which was submitted earlier (or later), or a prespeciNed weighted average of the
current bid and ask. If a round results in no transactions, more rounds follow until
there is a transaction, or the period ends.

A.2. Sequencing

The unlikely event that two or more human traders act at the same time is resolved
by random selection. When ZI traders replace human traders, all traders theoretically
submit their bids and asks at the same time, so an orderly mechanism to solicit bids
and asks and match them is necessary.
In a synchronized double auction, both the solicitation of bids/asks and their matching

within each round are simultaneous or batched. All traders are solicited for their bids
and asks. While submitting a bid or ask, a trader does not know the bids and asks
submitted by other traders in that round. The highest bid and the lowest ask from the
round are then used to update the current bid and ask. If the current bid exceeds or
equals the current ask, a transaction occurs, the current bid and ask are reset, and the
Nrst round of bids and asks for the next transaction is solicited. If the current bid is
less than the current ask, they are carried over to the next round of bids and asks for
the same transaction. Because the bids and asks of all traders in a given round are
considered all at once, the order in which they are solicited is irrelevant. Because only
the highest of all bids and the lowest of all asks submitted in a given round matter,
the order in which they are picked for comparison is irrelevant.
In a continuous double auction, a trader is randomly solicited, and his bid/ask is used

to update the current bid/current ask. In solicitation without replacement, the next trader
is randomly picked from unpicked traders in a round. The process continues until the
current bid exceeds or equals the current ask. If all traders have been picked, the next
round of random-order solicitation of bids/asks for the transaction starts. Solicitation
without replacement ensures that every trader has a chance to submit a proposal before
someone has the chance to submit a second proposal. In solicitation with replacement,
the next trader is randomly picked from all traders. Such sampling allows a trader
to be solicited many times before others are solicited, and all rounds of a transaction
merge into a continuum until the transaction is completed.
In a semi-continuous or hybrid auction, the batched bid/ask solicitation feature of

a synchronized double auction is combined with the sequential matching feature of a
continuous double auction. As in a synchronous auction, Nrst all bids/asks are gathered
at the clearinghouse. Then they are randomly selected without replacement to update
the current bid/current ask. If the current bid at any stage matches or exceeds the cur-
rent ask, a transaction is completed, the remaining bids/asks are discarded, and the
auction moves to the next transaction; if no match occurs, the auction moves to
the next round.
In summary, bids and asks are solicited from traders and matched in a sequence

of rounds. One or more rounds may be needed for a transaction, and all transactions
until endowments are reset constitute a period. A market may consist of one or more
periods. Depending on the sequencing of solicitation and matching of bids and asks,
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we can carry out a synchronized, continuous (with or without replacement), or hybrid
double auction.
We picked the continuous double auctions without replacement in which the trans-

action occurs at the earlier of the current bid and ask because, in our opinion, this
mechanism mimics laboratory auctions. Because our ZI traders ignore the current bid
and ask, the results would be the same with a semi-continuous auction.
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